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	An introductory course on analog and digital communications is fundamental to the undergraduate

	program in electrical engineering. This course is usually offered at the junior level.

	Typically, it is assumed that the student has a background in calculus, electronics, signals

	and systems, and possibly probability theory.





	Bearing in mind the introductory nature of this course, a textbook recommended for

	the course must be easy to read, accurate, and contain an abundance of insightful examples,

	problems, and computer experiments. These objectives of the book are needed to

	expedite learning the fundamentals of communication systems at an introductory level and

	in an effective manner. This book has been written with all of these objectives in mind.





	Given the mathematical nature of communication theory, it is rather easy for the

	reader to lose sight of the practical side of communication systems. Throughout the book,

	we have made a special effort not to fall into this trap. We have done this by moving

	through the treatment of the subject in an orderly manner, always trying to keep the mathematical

	treatment at an easy-to-grasp level and also pointing out practical relevance of the

	theory wherever it is appropriate to do so.
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SAP Project Management Pitfalls: How to Avoid the Most Common Pitfalls of an SAP SolutionApress, 2015

	Master the SAP product ecosystem, the client environment, and the feasibility of implementing critical business process with the required technical and functional configuration. SAP Project Management Pitfalls is the first book to provide you with real examples of the pitfalls that you can avoid, providing you with a road-map to a...
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Ivor Horton's Beginning Visual C++ 2010 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	The leading author of programming tutorials for beginners introduces you to Visual C++ 2010


	Ivor Horton is the preeminent author of introductory programming language tutorials; previous editions of his Beginning Visual C++ have sold nearly 100,000 copies. This book is a comprehensive introduction to both the Standard...
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Speech Coding Algorithms: Foundation and Evolution of Standardized CodersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A thought-provoking look at the historical and practical evolution of speech coding
Speech coding has evolved into a highly important branch of applied signal processing, resulting in an explosion of products such as cellular phones, answering machines, communication devices, and most recently, voice over Internet protocol. Because of the...
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Introduction to Digital Systems: Modeling, Synthesis, and Simulation Using VHDLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A unique guide to using both modeling and simulation in digital systems design


	Digital systems design requires rigorous modeling and simulation analysis that eliminates design risks and potential harm to users. Introduction to Digital Systems: Modeling, Synthesis, and Simulation Using VHDL introduces the application...
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Just Java(TM) 2 (6th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2004
  			The #1 introduction to J2SE 1.5 and enterprise/server-side development!  		

An international bestseller for eight years,   				Just Java(TM) 2  			 is the complete, accessible Java tutorial for...
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Herbal Products: Toxicology and Clinical Pharmacology (Forensic Science and Medicine)Humana Press, 2007

	Herbal Products: Toxicology and Clinical Pharmacology, Second Edition builds on the informative foundation laid by its predecessor. This fully revised and expanded second edition boasts more than 200 new references that document efficacy studies and adverse effects and four new chapters devoted to dietary products. Practitioners and...
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